WHAT MIGHT THE FUTURE OF DEMOCRACY LOOK LIKE IN LATIN AMERICA? EXPLORING 4 POTENTIAL SCENARIOS.

The collective destiny of the Americas is intimately tied to the way in which all of us conceive democracy and its institutions to be, both individually and collectively, in the 21st century. Through the use of the Transformational Planning methodology, the “Scenarios of Democracy” team, a heterogeneous group of 37 Latin-American leaders united by their deep democratic convictions, worked on the construction of four potential scenarios for the future of democracy in Latin America 2015-2030. These scenarios reflect different results in terms of: power structures, democratic institutions and political culture, citizen participation, economic development and social inclusion, and regional integration.

On this webinar some of the participants of this group will offer their perspectives and share the content of the four potential democratic scenarios. Join us for a rich and interactive dialogue.